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Results and Discussion
A well separated LC peak containing pure compound unit resolution
mass spectrum produces only 81.8% spectral accuracy through CLIPS
analysis, indicating possible spectral interferences.

A well separated GC peak containing pure nicotine EI mass spectrum
shows a doublet around the molecular ion M+, indicating possible
successive loss of H during EI ionization and fragmentation process.
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LC/MS is an effective and broadly applicable analytical tool for chemicals, polymers, and biomolecules
due to its highly specific detection of these molecules based on their m/z and respective isotope
distributions. For this same reason, ions with their m/z close to each other, e.g., those produced by a singly
charged monomer and a doubly charged dimer or multiply charged multimer, present an interesting
analytical challenge due to their mutually overlapping mass spectral signals, especially if these ions are
formed inside the ion source region of the MS system and therefore are not chromatographically separable
from each other. In this paper, we present a novel approach for both the identification and relative
quantification of these ion species even with a conventional unit mass resolution LC/MS system.
Using a set of MS calibration standards (e.g., MS tune standard solutions), it is possible to both acquire
and calibrate MS data in the raw profile mode so as to obtain spectrally accurate MS profile for a mixture of
the monomers and any number of multiply charged multimers. At the same time, it is possible to accurately
compute the discrete isotope distributions for each and every one of these possible ion species, which can
then be converted into profile mode theoretical mass spectra conforming to the same calibrated MS peak
shape. A least squares regression between the acquired and calibrated MS profile of a mixture and those
calculated for each and every one of these possible components will allow both the detection for the
presence of these possible components and their relative concentrations. The spectral accuracy metric
could be used as an indication of the goodness of the fit, i.e., whether the correct set of possible
components have been included for confident identification and/or analysis.
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Using the Ion Series analysis feature inside MassWorks software (Cerno
Bioscience, Las Vegas, NV), such an ion mixture could be analyzed in the
presence of each other by taking all of them into consideration.

After testing out a few spectral interferences including additional H
without much improvement in the fitting, a doubly charged dimer is
suspected to have caused the lack of fit in-between the isotope clusters
and entered into CLIPS search:

MS TrueCal™: 100x Better Mass Accuracy and High Spectral Accuracy
abel('m/z')

As outlined in a front cover feature article (Ref 1), acquiring profile mode (raw scan vs centroid) MS data
is key to preserving all critical information about elemental compositions and any measured profile mode
MS data are composed of two parts:
• Discrete isotope distributions arising from elemental composition(s)
• MS instrument- and tune-specific peak shape
In order to achieve truly accurate MS analysis, it is critically important to perform a new type of MS
calibration by involving both the mass position and the MS peak shape (TrueCal). This could be achieved on
lower resolution MS system via the use of known standards or on higher resolution system via the use of
monoisotopic peak of the test compound itself.

This is made possible by the TrueCal calibration process allowing for
each and every pure component (ion) mass spectrum to be theoretically
calculated and accurately fitted to the calibrated actual MS to arrive at
their respective relative concentrations.

The much improved spectral fitting and the resulting spectral accuracy
at >96% lends confidence to the presence of doubly charged dimer
which may have been formed inside the ESI source.
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Formula Exact Mass
C14H20N4O
C12H18N7
C13H24O5
C16H22NO2
C17H24S
…

260.1637
260.1624
260.1624
260.1651
260.1599
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(mDa)
-0.5
0.8
0.8
-1.9
3.3

Peak detection and accurate
mass determination
260.163 ± 0.002Da

By calibrating both m/z position and MS peak
shape through either internal or external standards
of known elemental compositions, it is possible to
achieve 100x better mass accuracy on a single or
triple quad MS system, from 0.x to 0.00x mass
accuracy. When combined with the unparalleled
spectra accuracy attained during the same
calibration process, it becomes practically feasible to
determine elemental compositions of unknown
compounds under typical GC/MS or LC/MS
operating conditions via CLIPS (Calibrated Lineshape Isotope Profile Search).

With HiRes TOF or Orbitrap MS data, it is possible to perform a peak-shape-only calibration to
transform the actual measured peak shape into a known/perfect mathematical function by using the
measured monoisotope peak of the unknown compound itself as the standard, in a self-calibration
process called (sCLIPS).

Conclusion
Calibrating mass spectral profile mode data into spectrally accurate full profile data not only enables accurate mass elemental composition
determination for the unknown analysis with even a single or triple quadrupole MS at unit resolution, it also allows for complex ion series analysis
including the identification and analysis of additional ions created inside the ion source, including GC EI source or LC ESI source which we tested.
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